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Abstract. Electron-multiplying charge-coupled devices (EMCCDs) allow for subelectron
effective read noise and thus for imaging at extremely low flux levels. In the ultraviolet, quantum
yield creates an additional source of stochastic gain variation, which can be difficult to quantify
using existing techniques. We propose a method for measuring the quantum yield gain of these
devices, independent of existing methods, using images that are part of the existing test regimen
for new EMCCDs. With this method, we were able to recover the quantum yield used to create
simulated images within an accuracy of ∼5% and the method provided consistent results with
test images after only minor modifications. However, the measured quantum yield remains
anomalously low, consistent with other measurements on Teledyne-e2v devices. We hypothesize
that this discrepancy is due to lateral transfer of secondary electrons between pixels at the surface
explained by the band structure and crystal geometry of typical silicon wafers used in array
detector manufacture. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution
of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JATIS.6.1.011008]
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1 Introduction

NASA’s Cosmic Origins Program1 identifies photon-counting large-format ultraviolet detectors
as a top priority technology for future ultraviolet and optical astronomy missions. This technol-
ogy is seen as a key enabler of both future large aperture space telescopes such as LUVOIR,2 and
moderate aperture survey missions such as CETUS3 and CASTOR.4,5 The desired performance
requirements are: high quantum efficiency (>70%), large-format (>2k × 2k) detector arrays for
operation at 90 to 350 nm wavelength or broader and ideally with red leak (longer wavelength)
suppression.1 Large-area silicon charge-coupled device (CCD) and complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) detectors for near-UVand visible wavelengths are a mature technology.
There are numerous optimization processes that can improve the UV detection efficiency of
silicon semiconductor material, such as antireflection coatings,6 chemisorptions treatment,7 and
delta-doping.8 Due to these factors, much of the technology development effort to address the
needs of future UV space astronomy missions is focused on silicon detector arrays. For example,
FUVoptimized large-format CMOS arrays were evaluated for UV performance in the context of
the CASTOR mission. In this case, a CIS113 sensor with Teledyne-e2v’s “astro-no-coat”
process was procured and tested. Note that the CIS113 was found to have an anomalously low
quantum yield.9 Another aspect on NASA’s technology roadmap is photon-counting capability,
which is an enabler of future extremely low background visible or UV spectroscopic missions.
Currently, these UV photon-counting applications are typically addressed by image intensifiers
that do not have high quantum efficiency (typically <15%) and require high-voltage power
supplies. Electron-multiplying CCDs (EMCCDs) can deliver photon counting performance in
the visible, and since the technologies mentioned above are also applicable to these silicon
detector arrays, then UV optimized EMCCDs are a technology of interest. Moreover, recent
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characterization results of a 4k × 4k EMCCD by Daigle et al.10 indicate the potential of this
technology to also address the need for large-format arrays that can operate at very low fluxes.
The combination of large area, photon-counting capability, and UV sensitivity would be unique
and an enabler of UV spectroscopic applications. Other applications are also possible, such as
space-borne UV auroral imaging, for example, as is planned for the UVI instrument on the
SMILE mission11 currently in development by ESA, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and
the Canadian Space Agency. Use of EMCCD technology in such applications holds the promise
of improved imaging resolution and sensitivity over the current image intensifier-based systems.
Moreover, large-format arrays potentially enable wide area coverage if red leak issues can be
addressed with improved filtering technology. Additional filtering is accomplished by multiple
UV reflective mirrors, but including more mirrors to make a silicon-based detector system solar
blind becomes problematic for large FOV systems.

An EMCCD takes the usual full-frame CCD architecture and adds an electron-multiplication
register between the horizontal “readout” register and the readout electronics. The multiplication
register applies a high clock voltage to the CCD output to create additional charges via impact
ionization resulting in subelectron effective readout noise levels. EMCCDs are also typically
capable of bypassing the electron multiplication register and behaving as a conventional
CCD. See Daigle et al.12 for a discussion of an EMCCD’s noise characteristics. Overall,
Daigle et al.12 and Robbins and Hadwen13 independently found that the effective noise factor
F ¼ σout∕σin of the electron multiplication trends toward

ffiffiffi
2

p
for high electron multiplication

gains, which is a similar effect to halving the quantum efficiency of the CCD in the shot-noise
limited signal-to-noise regime. Even with a spurious charge generation rate of 0.06 event/pixel/
frame at a flux of 0.2 photon/pixel/frame, Daigle et al.12 found that the signal-to-noise of the
EMCCD is very near the shot-noise limit.

Following on with the promising results obtained with the UV enhanced CIS113 sensor
described above, we procured five EMCCD 201-20s from Teledyne-e2v, which were also proc-
essed as “astro-no-coat” for enhanced UV sensitivity (in the same manner as the CIS113). Initial
UV performance was reported by Rowlands et al.14 using typical photon transfer methods.
Additional UV photon-counting data were also collected and the analysis of these data is
reported here. The photon-counting data provide a cross-check of the previous quantum yield
measurement results using a new method described in this paper.

2 Quantum Yield

The quantum yield of a detector is the average number of electrons produced by a single-photon
hit. When the incident photon energy is greater than the energy gap between the semiconductor
valence and conduction band there is a finite probability of more than one electron being
generated in the conduction band from a photon absorption. The standard explanation for this
is that for sufficient photon energy, the primary photoelectron has some significant probability
of ionizing a second atom through impact ionization before it is slowed by electron-
phonon interactions. Thus quantum yield >1 is possible in silicon when photon energy exceeds
4.1 eV ðλ ∼ 300 nmÞ. This obscures measurements of the interacting quantum efficiency
(IQE) of a detector, the probability of a photon hit producing a detected event, by making
a single-photon hit appear as two or more events over the integration time. Mathematically,
this behaves as a coefficient Q relating the detector’s responsive quantum efficiency ηr to its
IQE ηi:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;175ηr ¼ Qηi: (1)

This can be cleared up by an independent measurement of the quantum yield. Unfortunately,
all current techniques, including the one described in this paper, depend on multiple variables.
The dominant method for this in CCDs is the photon transfer technique described by Janesick,15

in which the variation in noise level with increasing signal is analyzed to determine the relative
contributions of the various sources of noise to the total noise level (note that we have not
adopted Janesick’s15 symbol convention). In particular, quantum yield appears in the shot-noise
dominated regime that results in a lin-log slope that differs from the ideal 1∕2 dictated by Poisson
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statistics. This is effective but requires many images with different integration times or different
source intensities. Photon transfer analysis is subject to a degeneracy between amplifier Ke gain
and quantum yield gain. See Refs. 8 and 16 for examples of photon transfer quantum yield
measurement on delta-doped silicon detectors and Ref. 14 for a photon transfer analysis of our
device-under-test. It is also possible to establish a lower bound on the quantum yield by meas-
uring the reflectance r of the detector surface and the detector’s responsive quantum efficiency.
With those, conservation of energy requires that the fraction of photons absorbed cannot exceed
1 − r as that would require the detector to absorb some of the photons it is reflecting. In this
paper, we refer to this lower bound as the “silicon reflectance” quantum yield estimate.

3 Testing Apparatus and Device-Under-Test

Our device-under-test is a backside-thinned EMCCD 201-20, serial number 15331-11-17,
treated with Teledyne-e2v’s astro-no-coat process. The device was tested in a liquid nitro-
gen-cooled camera produced by Nüvü Camēras. The test images were taken by Rowlands et al.14

as part of their overall tests of the ultraviolet sensitivity of the device and calibrated against
measurements of the same illumination source by a National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) traceable photodiode (model AXUV100G) and a McPherson ultraviolet
scanning monochromator model 234/302 with a 1200 l∕mm holographic grating optimized for
the near ultraviolet.14 The test was performed under vacuum in a cryostat, which had been baked
out before testing, with a cold plate to account for residual offgassing. For more details on the
setup, see block diagram in Fig. 1.14 Two MgF2 lenses were used to relay the exit slit of the
monochromator to the focal plane located at the EMCCD examples of these images are shown in
Fig. 3. Note how the NIST photodiode and its read electronics can be swapped with the test
detector for calibration without disturbing the rest of the setup.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of test apparatus by Rowlands et al.14 Note the interchangeability between
the test assembly containing the device-under-test and the calibration assembly containing the
NIST photodiode.
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4 Quantum Yield Estimation

4.1 Photon Counting Method

The basic concept behind this method is that quantum yield will manifest as an additional source
of gain which will apply to illuminated exposures, but not to dark exposures, whereas all other
sources of gain will apply equally to both. We do not expect different sources of dark current to
affect the results differently because we only need them as a source of signal with no quantum
yield gain. Similarly, light with frequency below the threshold for multiple electron generation
would work instead of dark signal as it has a known quantum yield of 1 e−∕photon but
dark current is likely better as this method relies on the assumption of a low signal level.
Mathematically, this means that for quantum yield Q the total gain on the light signal gL is
related to the gain on dark signal gd by gL ¼ gd · Q. If we knew gd and gL, it would then
be trivial to determine Q but in practice this is rarely the case.

The probability p of getting an output x from an EMCCD with input n and mean gain g is
given by Daigle et al.12 as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;549pðx; n; gÞ ¼ xn−1e−
x
g

gnðn − 1Þ! (2)

and the probability P of getting that input n is given by Poisson statistics as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;490Pðn; αÞ ¼ e−ααn

n!
; (3)

where α is the mean signal.
Since we do not know the input to the EM register that gave us a certain output, we calculate

the probability of getting output x at known mean signal α and mean gain g is a sum over all
possible n—the probability of getting that n times the probability of getting x from that n:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;401ptotðx; g; αÞ ¼
X
n¼1

pðx; n; gÞ · Pðn; αÞ ¼ e−
x
g−α

X
n¼1

xn−1αn

gnn!ðn − 1Þ! : (4)

For simplicity we only consider n ≤ 2, which we can do without much loss of accuracy since
the mean signal level α ≪ 1 photons/pixel/frame and each term in the probability decreases
according to

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;116;316

pðx; n; gÞ · Pðn; αÞ
pðx; n − 1; gÞ · Pðn − 1; αÞ ¼

xα
gnðn − 1Þ : (5)

For a test case, similar to Sec. 4.2 of x ¼ 2000 and g ∼ 1000, we find that for a mean signal
level of α ∼ 0.10 photons/pixel/frame (the highest considered in this paper) gives a relative
decrease of a factor of 1∕30 between the n ¼ 2 term and the n ¼ 3 term (a 1∕300 uncertainty
on the n ¼ 1 first-order approximation), which is small relative to the fitting uncertainties in
Secs. 4.2 and 4.3. This approximation leaves us with

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;116;211ptotðx; g; αÞ ≈ pðx; 1; gÞ · Pð1; αÞ þ pðx; 2; gÞ · Pð2; αÞ: (6)

When substituting in Eqs. (2) and (3), we get

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;116;168ptotðx; g; αÞ ¼ αe−α ·
e−

x
g

g
þ α2e−α

2
·
xe−

x
g

g2
; (7)

we then take the natural logarithm to eliminate the exponentials to get
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;116;735 lnðptotÞ ¼ −
x
g
þ ln

�
αe−α

g

�
þ ln

�
1þ αx

2g

�
: (8)

This is where a third-order term would greatly complicate the solution as it results in
a quadratic term of α2x2∕12g2 (recall that α ≪ 1 and note that x and g are of the same order
of magnitude). Taking the derivative of Eq. (8) with respect to x gives

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;116;662

d

dx
½ln ptot� ¼ −

1

g
þ 1

xþ 2g
α

: (9)

These steps represent making a histogram of the image in x and plotting it in lin-(natural) log
space and finding the slope to obtain g. This, coupled with the knowledge that x is of the same
order of magnitude as g and therefore αx∕2g ≪ 1, is an established technique for estimating the
total gain.17 However, in our analysis of simulated data in Sec. 4.2 we found that level of
precision is insufficient; this means that the second term should be retained until the ratio can
be simplified with the assumption that αx∕2g ≪ 1. As previously stated, the quantum yield can
be obtained by taking the ratio of gL and gd, which as shown by Eq. (10) is the same as taking
the ratio of the histogram slopes:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;116;519R ¼ dark region slope

illuminated region slope
¼

d
dx ½log10 ptot;dark�
d
dx ½log10 ptot;light�

; (10)

and for practical reasons we show that the change of base to log10 has no effect on the
ratio

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;116;447R ¼ log10 e
d
dx ½ln ptot;light�

·
d
dx ½ln ptot;dark�

log10 e
¼

1

xþ2gd
αd

− 1
gd

1

xþ2gL
αL

− 1
gL

; (11)

which we simplify to

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;116;376R ¼
αd

αdxþ2gd
− 1

gd
αL

αLxþ2gL
− 1

gL

: (12)

We once again assume α ≪ 1 and x ∼ g so that

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;116;314

α

αxþ 2g
≈

α

2g
; (13)

which gives us a final estimate of the ratio of slopes which we can put in terms of the quantum
yield (recall that gL ¼ gd · Q)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e014;116;249R ≈
αd
2gd

− 1
gd

αL
2gL

− 1
gL

¼ Q

�
2 − αL
2 − αd

�
; (14)

which we rearrange to get the final estimate for Q in terms of the ratio of slopes R in a lin–log
plot of histograms of illuminated and dark regions (dark slope divided by illuminated slope) and
the dark and light region signal levels:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e015;116;163Q ≈ R

�
2 − αd
2 − αL

�
: (15)

This “correction” based on signal levels assumes known signal levels but is not overly sen-
sitive to errors in signal level. In practice, we determine these signal levels by setting a cutoff of
5σ in each above the offset due to the mean bias for each histogram and integrate (over x) the
parts of the histogram above that. Since this is a very conservative estimate we correct the signal
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levels for the photons that fall below the threshold as described by Daigle et al.12; we multiply by
½1 − Pðx < 5σÞ�−1 where

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e016;116;711Pðx < 5σÞ ¼
X5σ
x¼1

e−
x
g

g
(16)

is the Poisson probability that a signal photon will fall below the threshold. As before, x is the
output value and g is the total gain. We do not know the total gain with certainty so we take the
mean EM gain (1000) for the dark signal correction and the product of the EM gain and slope
ratio (as a first-order estimate of QY gain) for the light signal. The Ke gain is already accounted
for in the conversion from digital output to electrons. We could also correct for events that were
counted as real events but were actually due to read noise, as done by Daigle et al.,12 by multi-
plying by 1 − 0.5½1 − erfð5∕ ffiffiffi

2
p Þ� ¼ 1 − 2.87 × 10−7 where erf is the error function. However

our high threshold makes this correction negligible. We also subtract our corrected dark signal
from our corrected light signal to account for the dark signal in illuminated regions.

4.2 Demonstration on Simulated Data

As a demonstration of this method and verification of its effectiveness we use it on simulated
test images. All these images have a mean dark signal and clock-induced charge level of
0.002 e−∕pixel. The data set includes sets of images at three signal levels: a set of “darks” for
comparison, 0.01 e−∕pixel, and 0.10 e−∕pixel. Each simulated photon has a probability Pm ¼
Q − 1 of producing two electrons in its pixel rather than just one. Simulated image electrons then
undergo a simulated multiplication process with mean EM gain of 1000 output electrons per
image electron and Ke gain of unity. Our simulations do not consider the probability of more
than one additional quantum yield electron or effects like cross-talk from interpixel capacitance.
Note that cross-talk is not expected to have a significant effect at these signal levels.

To start, we take our illuminated frames and we bin all the pixels based on the number of
electrons in the pixel and plot this histogram with logarithmic y axis. The resulting plot has a
Gaussian-like shape with a linear “tail” at the high-signal end. This linear region is the part whose
slope we use to find the quantum yield. We fit a Gaussian to the appropriate part of the domain and
a line to the linear part. We then repeat this process for our set of dark frames. We integrate over all
bins with a number of electrons more than five times the best-fit standard deviation on the Gaussian
component σ in each data set to estimate the signal levels, αL and αd, which we correct for
the possibility of signal below that threshold using the method we describe in Sec. 4.1 based on
a similar method described by Daigle et al.12 This corrected estimate is ∼16% off the simulated
input value in the worst case. We then divide the slope of the dark histograms by that of the illu-
minated histograms, which allows us to find the quantum yield Q with Eq. (15). We show an
example histogram from this analysis in Fig. 2 and summarize the results in Table 1.

In an attempt to correct for the fact that there is both dark and light signals in the illuminated
images we also ran the analysis again with an extra step in which we subtracted the dark histo-
gram from the light histogram. The idea is that this would leave behind only the light signal. We
show both the “uncorrected” and “corrected” results in Table 1. The correction does not impact
the results significantly for small values of simulated QY and results in a significant overesti-
mation of the recovered QY at high simulated QY. For the 0.10 e−∕pixel, light levels both the
corrected and uncorrected values are overestimated at a QY of 1.25; a more robust method is
likely needed for large values of quantum yield at this signal level. We continue to list the
“corrected” QY estimates throughout this paper, but we view the uncorrected estimates as more
trustworthy. Note that the uncertainties are primarily due to line-fitting uncertainties and Poisson
uncertainties (1∕

ffiffiffi
α

p
) on the signal levels used in the correction. The line fitting uncertainties are

greater for the real test data in Sec. 4.3.

4.3 Results on Device-Under-Test

We performed the analysis on 1000 images per wavelength taken with a mean electron multi-
plication gain of 1000 output electrons per input electron. The illumination was not the same
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between wavelengths, at a radiant flux of 3.06 × 104 photon∕s at 150 nm, 9.18 × 104 photon∕s
at 165 nm, and 4.65 × 104 photon∕s at 180 nm14 spread out over an ∼60 × 40 pixel region with
exposure times of 1 s. Note that these are a factor of 2.04 × 10−4 lower than those listed by
Rowlands et al.14 due to a 100-μm pinhole placed in front of the 7-mm mask they used for their

Table 1 Quantum yield results from simulated data. We quote both the “corrected” and “uncor-
rected” values, but we do not recommend using this correction method because of these results on
the simulated data.

Simulated QY
ðe−∕photonÞ

Mean signal level
(photons/pixel)

Corrected QY
ðe−∕photonÞ

Uncorrected QY
ðe−∕photonÞ

1.00 0.01 1.002� 0.009 1.001� 0.009

0.10 1.000� 0.008 0.998� 0.008

1.01 0.01 1.013� 0.009 1.01� 0.01

0.10 1.008� 0.008 1.007� 0.008

1.05 0.01 1.05� 0.01 1.04� 0.01

0.10 1.052� 0.009 1.049� 0.009

1.10 0.01 1.11� 0.01 1.09� 0.01

0.10 1.111� 0.009 1.107� 0.009

1.15 0.01 1.17� 0.01 1.14� 0.01

0.10 1.17� 0.01 1.17� 0.01

1.20 0.01 1.24� 0.01 1.19� 0.01

0.10 1.24� 0.01 1.23� 0.01

1.25 0.01 1.31� 0.01 1.25� 0.01

0.10 1.32� 0.01 1.31� 0.01
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Fig. 2 Example histogram and best-fit lines for quantum yield estimation on simulated data
with quantum yield of 1.05 e−∕photon at a signal level of 0.01 photons∕pixel∕frame. The upper
data series (red) is for the illuminated region and the lower data series (magenta) is for the dark
region.
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quantum efficiency measurements. This means that the illumination level is higher than is ideal
for our method. Our dark signal measurements are from an unilluminated region of the same
images. We show the mean of all exposures at each wavelength cropped to the region of interest
in Fig. 3. Attempts at lower gain levels worked poorly due to the higher input signal levels
required to get an image with sufficient signal-to-noise. Attempts at higher gain levels required
too much binning to get a smooth curve (empty bins result in the log of zero, i.e., negative
infinity). We ended up binning the histograms with increments of five signal levels per bin,
but tests with other binning amounts show minimal effect on the output with narrow bin
widths. We show the histograms for the real test data in Fig. 4 and summarize the results in
Table 2. Our quantum yield measurements are consistently higher than those from the photon
transfer method.
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Fig. 3 False color images showing mean illumination of region of interest at each wavelength.
Estimated k -gain is 23 photon∕s. (a) 150 nm, (b) 165 nm, and (c) 180 nm.
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Fig. 4 Quantum yield estimation on test data at electron multiplication gain setting of 1000
output electrons per input electron and estimated k -gain of 23 photon∕s. The upper data series
(red) is for the illuminated region and the lower data series (magenta) is for the dark region. The
estimated QY is 1.26� 0.08 e−∕photon at 150 nm, 1.21� 0.05 e−∕photon at 165 nm, and 1.12�
0.05 e−∕photon at 180 nm. (a) 150 nm, (b) 165 nm, and (c) 180 nm.
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In Table 3, we use the various quantum yield estimates from Table 2 and responsive quan-
tum efficiency measurements by Rowlands et al.14 to estimate the IQE of the detector. The IQE
should not be able to exceed unity minus the reflectance of bare silicon at that wavelength as
that would imply that the surface is absorbing photons that should have been reflected at the
surface. The photon transfer quantum efficiency estimates are all above the theoretical maxi-
mum, and our estimates are consistent with the maximum at 165 and 180 nm but are still
elevated at 150 nm. These concerns are eliminated if we use theoretical reflectance estimates
by Hamden et al.18; however we still propose a possible explanation in Sec. 5.1 for why we
might measure quantum yields lower than would be expected from silicon reflectance
(Table 4).

5 Discussion

Our method largely retrieved the simulated quantum yield on the simulated data especially at the
lower signal level. The quantum yield estimates from both our method and photon transfer are
significantly lower than expected from an uncoated silicon interface.20,21

Table 2 Quantum yield results from device-under-test. Measurements done at EM gain of 1000
output electrons per input electron. QY estimates from photon transfer estimate and silicon
reflectance estimate by Rowlands et al.14 based the silicon reflectance QY estimate on silicon
reflectance estimates by Hamden et al.19

Wavelength
(nm)

Corrected QY
estimate ðe−∕photonÞ

Uncorrected QY
estimate ðe−∕photonÞ

Photon transfer QY
estimate ðe−∕photonÞ

Silicon reflectance QY
estimate ðe−∕photonÞ

150 1.27� 0.08 1.26� 0.08 1.126 1.41

165 1.22� 0.05 1.21� 0.05 1.037 1.25

180 1.14� 0.06 1.12� 0.05 1.015 1.07

Table 3 IQE estimates for device-under-test using responsive quantum efficiency (RQE) mea-
surements by Rowlands et al.14 and quantum yield estimates in Table 2.

Wavelength
(nm) RQE

Corrected
IQE estimate

Uncorrected
IQE estimate

Photon transfer
IQE estimate

Theoretical
Si 1-reflectance19

150 0.494 0.39� 0.02 0.39� 0.02 0.439 0.35

165 0.461 0.38� 0.02 0.38� 0.02 0.445 0.37

180 0.343 0.30� 0.02 0.31� 0.01 0.338 0.32

Table 4 Quantum yield minimums for uncoated silicon using theoretical data by Hamden et al.18

(instead of the real measurements by Hamden et al.19 that we used in Tables 2 and 3) using
responsive quantum efficiency measurements for device-under-test by Rowlands et al.14

Wavelength (nm)
Theoretical

Si 1-reflectance18
Theoretical Si reflectance

QY estimate

150 0.47 1.05

165 0.42 1.09

180 0.39 1.00
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All QYmeasurements on this device have been lower than predictions from the reflectance of
uncoated silicon at 150 nm. This in itself is not surprising but the QY-adjusted quantum effi-
ciency estimates for the CIS113 at 150 nm are higher than should be possible given the reflec-
tance of bare silicon. We also show similar measurements by Scott et al.9 on the CIS113 CMOS
detector (which has undergone the same Teledyne-e2v astro-no-coat process) for our wavelength
range in Table 5 and note how its IQE at 150 nm is greater than it should be for uncoated silicon,
though we also note that the different electric field geometries involved in a CMOS architecture
may cause significant differences in quantum yield. Similarly, the Hubble Space Telescope’s
Wide Field Camera 3 is also uncoated silicon and Baggett22 and Borders et al.23 found quantum
yields up to 30% less than predicted. One possible solution that Rowlands et al.14 proposed is
that the astro-no-coat process does not actively force photogenerated electrons away from the
surface so it is more prone to charge trapping and recombination. This is not supported by the
measurements of Scott et al.9 which show that the overall responsivity of the CIS113 CMOS
detector is very similar to that measured on a NIST-calibrated uncoated silicon photodiode.
However the CIS113 CMOS and CCD201 EMCCD show markedly different responsivity which
could potentially be due to such charge trapping in the EMCCD.

5.1 Lateral Charge Transfer and Quantum Yield

We hypothesize that the apparent suppression of quantum yield in these detectors is due to lateral
charge transfer in cases where secondary electrons are generated. Janesick15 addressed the pos-
sibility and effect of such lateral charge transfer, but we specifically propose a possible mecha-
nism by which such transfer would preferentially affect pixels where secondary quantum yield
electrons are generated.

In back-illuminated silicon photodetectors UV photons are absorbed in a relatively field-free
region with 1∕e absorption depths as low as 4 nm. The high-energy conduction band electrons
generated here are thus prone to charge trapping in surface defects. Jerram24 stated that e2v’s
proprietary astro-no-coat process was developed as an attempt to create a field distribution
similar to those created by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s delta-doping process. Hoenk
et al.25 described delta-doping as using molecular beam epitaxy to implant a layer of negative
ions right at the surface to force photoelectrons away from the surface. We show a diagram of
the field distribution in an untreated (i.e., not delta-doped) silicon photodetector in Fig. 5; the
negative ions introduced by delta-doping reduce the backside potential well and thus reduce
trapping near the surface.

The standard model of quantum yield in semiconductor detectors predicts two possibilities for
the initial photoelectron; it can lose excess energy through phonon interactions as it travels deeper
into the detector medium, or if it has enough energy, it can collisionally excite another valence
electron into the conduction band. Since silicon is an indirect bandgap material, excitation
transitions below the 3.2 eV direct bandgap are only energetically possible in association with
momentum exchange in the [100] crystal direction. In the vacuum UV spectral region primary
direct-transition photoelectrons have the potential to scatter off a valence electron to create a second
conduction band electron. At the lowest energies this transition can only happen if the valence

Table 5 Quantum yield and quantum efficiency results from CIS113 CMOS detector by Scott
et al.9 Their QY comes from a photon transfer curve fit of QY ¼ 2.8 × 10−5λ2 − 0.016λþ 3.38
based on their own measurements. Their quantum yield estimates are significantly higher
than ours despite having the same surface treatment, but their RQE estimates are also
significantly higher so their IQE estimates are still greater than the maximum for uncoated silicon.

Wavelength (nm)
RQE

ðe−∕photonÞ
Photon transfer QY
estimate ðe−∕photonÞ

IQE estimate
ðe−∕photonÞ

150 1.08 1.61 0.671

170 0.75 1.47 0.510

180 0.59 1.41 0.418
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electron is scattered in the direction of the smallest indirect bandgap. At 4.3 eV (∼290 nm) a
directly excited photoelectron at the lowest direct bandgap (3.2 eV) would just have sufficient
residual energy to excite a secondary photoelectron through the indirect transition. For this to
happen the primary photoelectron would have to impart significant momentum in the [100] direc-
tion thus taking on opposite momentum in this crystal plane. At higher energies more momentum
conserving indirect scattering events become available but in all cases below 6.4 eV (∼193 nm

where two direct transitions can occur) secondary photoelectrons must be gaining momentum in
the [100] plane when they reach the conduction band, requiring opposite recoil momentum to be
imparted to the primary. Interestingly, the [100] silicon crystal plane in silicon detectors is parallel
to the surface by default of typical wafer geometry such that secondary electrons will preferentially
gain momentum in a direction that results in enhanced possibilities for interpixel diffusion. This
means that the formation of secondary photoelectrons from high-energy photons results in rapid
divergence of the primary and secondary photoelectrons in opposite directions parallel to the detec-
tor surface for the most energetically favorable interactions. If these photoelectrons cross pixel
boundaries, the quantum yield measured by transfer curve, and single-pixel coincidence methods
will appear to be anomalously low.

6 Conclusion

We find that this analysis gives significantly higher quantum yield estimates compared to the
existing photon transfer method described by Janesick15 on the same data set. Our method is
independent of the photon transfer method, and therefore is not subject to the same biases. More
tests should be done on similar devices to ensure that it generalizes and to further refine the
handling of dark signal in the illuminated region. We recommend using a larger illuminated
region to improve the statistics without increasing the signal level per pixel per frame. Indeed,
the real measurements we present in Sec. 4.3 are analyses of existing data that were at a higher
signal level than is ideal for our method.

Interestingly, this method gives quantum yield estimates on the Teledyne-e2v EMCCD 201-
20 closer to those Scott et al.9 found for the Teledyne-e2v CIS113 CMOS detector than those
Rowlands et al.14 found for our device-under-test. Recall that the surface treatment process is the
same for the two different devices. However it is possible that variations in the field distribution
may impact the fraction of secondary electrons that are captured in a single pixel. We hope to do
further point spread function measurements as a function of wavelength to verify this hypothesis.
Such measurements may also help confirm our more general hypothesis that the measured
QY for the wavelength range (or bandgap energies) considered here are due to photogenerated
electrons that are lost to adjacent pixels because here the secondary photoelectrons are prefer-
entially placed in the [100] crystal plane and must move in the opposite direction as the primary
photoelectron.
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